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· Sensor data for Industrie 4.0

· Automatic inventory management

· Extended machine surveillance

· Cloud-supported production logistics

· Quality control with CAD data









Field Level Info for I4.0 Solutions

Intelligent sensors and new communication paths

At the SPS IPC Drives trade fair, Pepperl+Fuchs will introduce four solutions that can be used to make information from the field level not only more in-depth, but also available for other levels of automation, as well as for integrated communication within Industrie 4.0. This is possible without any effect on the automation hierarchy. These communication solutions can also be integrated into existing plants with little effort. 	

As part of its "Solutions Park", Pepperl+Fuchs will show four exhibits at the trade fair, in which the individual production steps will be simulated. In the "Automatic Asset Administration" exhibit, sensors will be replaced and the compatibility of the new devices automatically tested. The new components will also be automatically included in the documentation. Thus the documentation always reflects the actual situation. If a new device is not compatible, the technician will receive a corresponding warning.

The "Advanced Machine Monitoring" exhibit will show how data can be channeled and reduced to just the necessary information before it is processed further. Instead of the data accumulation and elaborate analysis that has been customary to date, this system consists of demand-oriented push notifications to trigger the creation of a maintenance order, for example. In the cloud-based "Sensor Service", the contents of a supply tank that is filled by hand can be monitored. If the fill level falls below a minimum value, a signal is sent from the sensor via the SmartBridge interface to the cloud software, which sends an SMS to the employee responsible. A regular visual inspection of the tank is not required.

In the "Dimensional Consistency Check" exhibition, a sand core casting mold will be checked for dimensional accuracy in three dimensions using laser-line triangulation sensors. If found to have impermissible deviations, the mold can still be sorted out before the time- and cost-intensive casting process. The measuring points are taken directly from the motor design CAD data.
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Image 1: The SmartBridge-Interface is sending a signal to the cloud based data platform  







Image 2: Even smallest contours are detected precisely
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hand can be monitored. If the fill level falls below a minimum value, a signal is sent from the 


sensor via the SmartBridge interface to the cloud software, which sends an SMS to the 


employee responsible. A regular visual inspection of the tank is not required. 
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